Neurons in the deep layers of superior colliculus play a critical role in the neuronal network for audiogenic seizures: mechanisms for production of wild running behavior.
Recent investigations suggest that the deep layers of superior colliculus (DLSC) play a role in the neuronal network for audiogenic seizures (AGS). The present study examined DLSC neuronal firing and convulsive behavior simultaneously in freely-moving genetically epilepsy-prone rats (GEPR-9s) using chronically implanted microwire electrodes. An abrupt onset of acoustically-evoked firing at approximately 80-90 dB was observed in DLSC neurons of GEPR-9s, which was significantly above the normal threshold. DLSC neurons began to exhibit rapid tonic burst firing 1-2 s prior to the onset of the wild running behavior at the beginning of AGS. As the tonic phase of the seizure began, DLSC firing ceased, and only returned towards normal following post-ictal depression. These neuronal mechanisms may be relevant to other seizure models in which the DLSC is implicated. The temporal pattern of neuronal firing during AGS is specific to DLSC and differs markedly from those observed elsewhere in the AGS neuronal network. The temporal firing pattern suggests that the DLSC plays a primary role in the generation of the wild running phase of AGS. Previous studies indicate that the inferior colliculus is dominant during AGS initiation, and the pontine reticular formation is dominant during the tonic extension phase of AGS. Taken together these data suggest that the neurons in the neuronal network undergo a dominance shift as each specific convulsive behavior of AGS is elaborated.